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Nonequilibrium electron dynamics in noble metals

N. Del Fatti, C. Voisin, M. Achermann, S. Tzortzakis, D. Christofilos, and F. Valle´e
Laboratoire d’Optique Quantique du CNRS, Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau cedex, France

~Received 8 February 2000!

Electron-electron and electron-lattice interactions in noble metals are discussed in the light of two-color
femtosecond pump-probe measurements in silver films. The internal thermalization of a nonequilibrium elec-
tron distribution created by intraband absorption of a pump pulse is followed by probing the induced optical
property changes in the vicinity of the frequency threshold for thed band to Fermi surface transitions. This is
shown to take place with a characteristic time constant of 350 fs, significantly shorter than previously reported
in gold. This difference is ascribed to a weaker screening of the electron-electron interaction by thed-band
electrons in silver than in gold. These results are in quantitative agreement with numerical simulations of the
electron relaxation dynamics using a reduced static screening of the electron-electron Coulomb interaction, and
including bound electron screening. Electron-lattice thermalization has been studied using a probe frequency
out of resonance with the interband transitions. In both materials, the transient nonthermal nature of the
electron distribution leads to the observation of a short-time delay reduction of the energy-loss rate of the
electron gas to the lattice, in very good agreement with our theoretical model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction processes of conduction-band electr
between themselves and with their environment play a
role in the fundamental properties of metallic systems. Th
have been extensively investigated in quasiequilibrium s
ations using cw techniques that, however, only give glo
information on the electron scattering.1,2 With the advance of
femtosecond lasers, the different elementary scatte
mechanisms can now be selectively addressed using t
resolved techniques. These are based on selective ele
excitation on a time scale shorter than that of electr
electron and/or electron-lattice energy redistribution. T
nonequilibrium electron relaxation is then followed by
probe pulse monitoring an electron-distribution-depend
property of the metal sample, such as its optical response3–10

or the induced photoelectron emission.11–18 Properly choos-
ing the probing conditions and pulse durations, differe
mechanisms can be investigated, and information has b
obtained, for instance, on electron-phonon coupling5–9

electron-electron scattering,6,7,11–18 electron-spin
relaxation,19,20 and electronic transport.21,22

In noble metals, it was demonstrated either directly, us
time-resolved two-photon photoemission11–18 or femtosec-
ond optical property modulation,6 or indirectly, investigating
electron-phonon interactions,7,9,23that internal thermalization
of the conduction electrons~i.e., establishment of an elec
tronic temperature! takes place on a time scale of a few hu
dred femtoseconds. The photoemission technique has
main advantage of yielding information on the energy dep
dence of the electron-scattering time, but with a limited p
cision on its absolute value and a complicated signal in
pretation due to simultaneous depopulation and repopula
~cascade! effects.13,18Similar information can in principle be
obtained by measuring the optical property changes i
large probe frequency range, provided that the metal sam
band structure is known over a large energy range. Inve
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~24!/16956~11!/$15.00
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gations have thus been limited to a few probe freque
regions, either in or out of resonance with the interband tr
sitions, permitting a selective analysis of the energy redis
bution processes both in the electron gas and to the lat
The obtained information is more global, but permits a p
cise determination of the characteristic thermalization tim
that can thus be quantitatively compared to the prediction
a theoretical modeling of the electron interactions.

In particular, creating an athermal electron distribution
a pump pulse, and probing the induced sample transmiss
or reflectivity changes around the threshold for thed-band to
Fermi-surface transitions, the time behavior of the elect
occupation around the Fermi energy can be followed. T
permits one to study the internal thermalization dynamics
the electron gas and thus the electron-electron interacti
Such investigations have only been performed in gold film6

and here we use a similar approach for studying electron
internal thermalization in silver. The properties of the co
duction electrons being similar in the two metals, the m
sured dynamics can be compared and interpreted usin
similar theoretical approach. Our modeling of the electr
relaxation dynamics is based on a numerical resolution of
Boltzmann equation with a reduced static screening of
electron-electron Coulomb interactions~Sec. II!. The results
are compared to the experimental ones in silver, and to th
previously reported in gold both for weak and strong pert
bations of the electron gas,6,24 and to the electron-scatterin
times measured in silver by other techniques~Sec. IV!.

The short-time-scale athermal character of the elect
distribution leads to a transient reduction of the electro
gas–lattice energy exchanges that have been studied
forming femtosecond experiments with a probe pulse ou
resonance with the interband transitions.7,9 Extension of
these measurements to both gold and silver films is discu
in Sec. V, and the results are compared quantitatively to
ones obtained using our theoretical model.
16 956 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 61 16 957NONEQUILIBRIUM ELECTRON DYNAMICS IN NOBLE METALS
II. THEORETICAL MODEL

After ultrafast energy injection in the conduction ele
trons by a femtosecond pulse, the energy is redistribu
among the electrons by electron-electron (e-e) scattering
~internal thermalization!, and transferred to the lattice b
electron-phonon (e-ph) interaction~external thermalization!.
The relaxation dynamics can be modeled using the quas
ticle approach of the Fermi-liquid theory and describing
conduction-electron system by a one-particle distribut
function f. Its time evolution is given by the Boltzman
equation

d f~k!

dt
5

d f~k!

dt U
e-e

1
d f~k!

dt U
e-ph

1H~k,t !, ~1!

wheref (k) is the occupation number of thek electron-state,
and H(k,t) stands for electron-gas excitation by the pum
pulse.

The electron-electron scattering rate can be written as
sum of two terms describing scattering in and out of thek
state, respectively:

d f~k!

dt U
e2e

5@12 f ~k!#Se
1~k!1 f ~k!Se

2~k!, ~2!

where the scattering probabilitiesSe
1 and Se

2 include both
normal and umklapp electron-electron-scattering process25

Calculation of the latter is too computer time consuming
be included in electron kinetic simulations; and althou
they can significantly contribute,26 they will be neglected
here.Se

6 is then given by

Se
6~k!5

2p

\ (
k1 ,k2 ,k3

uM ~k,k1 ,k2 ,k3!u2F1

2
6

1

2
2 f ~k1!G

3F1

2
7

1

2
2 f ~k2!GF1

2
7

1

2
2 f ~k3!GdkdE . ~3!

dk and dE stand for momentum and energy conservatio
k1k12k22k350 and E(k)1E(k1)2E(k2)2E(k3)50.
The quasiparticle interactions are described by a scree
Coulomb potential and, neglecting the exchange term,
scattering amplitude reads

uM u25
e4

q4«0
2u«@q,Eex#u2

, ~4!

where the dielectric constant« is a function of both the mo-
mentumq5k2k2 and energyEex5E(k)2E(k2) exchanged
during the collision. Calculation of the screening fact
1/u«u2 is a key problem in modelinge-e interaction. Using
the self-consistent-field method or, equivalently, the rando
phase approximation,« has been shown to be well describ
by Lindhard’s expression25

«~q,Eex!5«b
01

e2

«0q2 (
q8

f ~q8!2 f ~q2q8!

E~q2q8!2E~q8!2Eex1 i\g
.

~5!

The first term«b
0 is due to screening by the core electron

and is dominated by thed-band electron contribution in
noble metals. The energy exchanged during ane-e collision
d

r-
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n

e

.

:

ed
e

r

-

,

always being much smaller than the interband transition
ergy threshold, the«b

0 dispersion can be neglected. As a fir
approximation, we have also neglected itsq dependence, and
identified it with its long-wavelength static value«b(0,0)
5«b

0 . This has been estimated from the tabulated refrac
indexes,27 following the procedure of Ehrenreich an
Philipp28,29 ~Table I!.

The second term in Eq.~5! describes screening by th
conduction electrons. Its expression is too complicated to
directly inserted into numerical simulations and, as usua
done, we have approximated it by its static limit for smallq,
yielding

«~q,Eex!'«~q,0!5«b
0S 11

qS
2

q2D , ~6!

whereqS is identical to the Thomas-Fermi wave vectorqTF :

qTF
2 5

e2

«0«b
0 (

k

] f

]E
. ~7!

The Thomas-Fermi expression@Eq. ~6!# yields a good ap-
proximation of Lindhard’s expression ifEex is small as com-
pared to the plasmon energy.30 This is the case in our con
ditions where the maximum energy that can be efficien
exchanged during a collision is the maximum nonequil
rium electron energy relative toEF ~i.e., the pump photon
energy for intraband excitation!. The screening factors com
puted using Eqs.~5! and ~6! for an isotropic parabolic con
duction band are compared in Fig. 1. The Thomas-Fe
expression reproduces well theq dependence of«,31 but
overestimates its absolute value and thus the effect of scr
ing. We have thus used the screening wave vectorqS as an
adjustable parameter, definingqS5bqTF , whereb (,1) is
set by fitting the experimental results.

The conduction band of the noble metals around
Fermi level is well described by an isotropic free-electr
model.32 f then only depends on the electron energy, grea
simplifying the theoretical description of the energy redist
bution processes. Using standard calculation, thee-e scatter-
ing rate can be transformed into an energy-depend
expression33,34

TABLE I. Fermi energyEF ~Ref. 32!, conduction electron mas
m ~Refs. 28, 32, and 36!, static interband dielectric function«b

0

~Ref. 29! and Debye temperatureQD ~Ref. 32! for silver and gold.
b5qS /qTF is the screening reduction factor,J is the effective
deformation potential deduced from fitting the experimental resu
andg is the corresponding effective electron-phonon coupling c
stant@Eq. ~16!#.

EF ~eV! m/m0 «b
0 b QD ~K! J ~eV! g ~W/Km3)

Ag 5.49 1 3.7 0.73 215 2.9 2.331016

Au 5.53 1 6.7 0.73 170 3.7 231016
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16 958 PRB 61N. DEL FATTI et al.
d f~E!

dt U
e2e

5
me4

32p3\3~«0«b
0!2ESAE

EE dE1dE2

3F AẼ

Ẽ1ES

1
1

AES

arctanA Ẽ

ES
G

Ẽmin

Ẽmax

3$@12 f ~E!#@12 f ~E1!# f ~E2! f ~E3!

2 f ~E! f ~E1!@12 f ~E2!#@12 f ~E3!#%, ~8!

whereES5\2qS
2/2m. The limits reflect energy and momen

tum conservations, and are defined by

Ẽmax5 inf$~AE11AE3!2; ~AE1AE2!2%,

Ẽmin5sup$~AE12AE3!2; ~AE2AE2!2%. ~9!

Note that taking into account only scattering out of theE
state@Eqs.~2! and~3!# and assuming a Fermi-Dirac distribu
tion at zero temperature, one obtains the usual expressio
the electron lifetime in the vicinity of the Fermi surface d
to inelastice-e collisions:33,17

1

te-e~E!
5

me4~E2EF!2

64p3\3«0
2~«b

0!2ES
3/2AEF

3F 2AEFES

4EF1ES
1arctanA4EF

ES
G . ~10!

In our previous simulations thee-ph interactions were
introduced in the relaxation-time approximation.6 Although a
good description of the experimental results has been
tained, the short-time-scale features associated with the
teraction of a nonequilibrium electron gas with the lattice
overlooked, since a constant energy-transfer rate is implic
assumed.9 Here we have introducede-ph interaction, assum
ing deformation potential coupling. Although it is a roug
approximation in metal,35 it turns out that the type of cou

FIG. 1. Wave-vector dependence of the screening fa
1/u«(q,Eex)u2 calculated using Lindhard’s expression forEex/4EF

50.05~dashed line! and 0.1~dotted line!, and in the Thomas-Ferm
approximation~full line! for «b

051. The inset shows the same da
~except forEex/4EF50.1) on a linear scale, together with that for
reduced static screening@Eq. ~6!#, with b50.73 ~dash-dotted line!.
for

b-
in-
e
ly

pling ~and the associated wave-vector dependence of
scattering matrix elements! does not influence the compute
dynamics, as long as thee-ph interaction amplitude is use
as a parameter set by reproducing the energy transfer
measured for long delays. This is due to the fact that, si
the lattice temperatureTL is larger than the Debye tempera
ture, electron distribution changes on the energy scale
phonon have a minor influence on the overall dynamics.

Neglecting umklapp processes, thee-ph scattering rate
can be readily calculated for an isotropic phonon band:

d f~E!

dt U
e2ph

5
J2Am

4prA2E
E

0

qD
dq

q3

Eq
$@12 f ~E!#@ f ~E2Eq!nq

1 f ~E1Eq!~11nq!#2 f ~E!$@12 f ~E2Eq!#

3~11nq!1@12 f ~E1Eq!#nq%%, ~11!

wherer is the material density andnq the occupation num-
ber of the q phonon with energyEq . J is the effective
deformation potential constant which is used as an adjust
parameter to fit the experimental data. In the following, t
Debye model will be used but, as for the coupling mech
nism, the results were found to be insensitive to the pho
band structure~i.e., Debye, Einstein or sine!, except for a
change ofJ.

In our experiments the electrons are driven out of equi
rium by intraband absorption of a femtosecond pump pu
of frequencyvpp . This leads to the creation of an atherm
distribution where electrons with an energyE betweenEF
2\vpp andEF are excited above the Fermi energy, with
final energy betweenEF andEF1\vpp ~Fig. 2!. In an opti-
cally thin sample, the excitation inhomogeneity along t
pump beam propagation direction can be neglected and
excitation functionH(k,t) be written

H~k,t !5H~E,t !5AIp~ t !$AE2\vppf ~E2\vpp!

3@12 f ~E!#2AE1\vppf ~E!

3@12 f ~E1\vpp!#%, ~12!

whereI p(t) is the pump pulse intensity, andA a constant.
The electron distribution changeD f , computed using Eqs

~1!, ~8!, ~11!, and~12! for excitation of an Ag film by a 25-fs
near-infrared (\vpp51.45 eV! pulse, is shown in Fig. 2 for
time delays of 0~maximum of the pump pulse!, 100, and 400
fs ~the metal characteristics used in the simulations are gi
in Table I!. It initially extends over a very broad range, an
subsequently strongly narrows as the electron-gas intern
thermalizes, the perturbed zone being then limited to a
gion of the order ofkBTe around EF ~where Te is the
electron-gas temperature!.

Electron distribution changes induce alterations of the
tical property that are detected experimentally. In the per
bative regime, the differential transmissionDT/T and reflec-
tion DR/R at a probe frequencyvpr are linear combinations
of the changes of the real and imaginary parts of the opt
dielectric function:

DT/T~vpr!5t1D«1~vpr!1t2D«2~vpr!,

DR/R~vpr!5r 1D«1~vpr!1r 2D«2~vpr!, ~13!

r
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PRB 61 16 959NONEQUILIBRIUM ELECTRON DYNAMICS IN NOBLE METALS
where the coefficientst1 , t2 , r 1, andr 2 are alsovpr depen-
dent. They have been computed from the equilibrium diel
tric function,36 taking into account the Fabry-Perot effect
optically thin films.37

To compare the experimental and theoretical results,D«1
andD«2 have to be connected toD f . Using Lindhard’s ex-
pression@Eq. ~5!# for q50, including the electron optica
scattering rateg,38 one obtains the usual expression for«,

«~v!5« ib~v!2
vp

2

v~v1 ig!
, ~14!

wherevp is the plasma frequency. In noble metals, for fr
quencies around the interband transition thresholdV ib ~with
\V ib'4.1 eV in silver!, the interband term« ib is dominated
by transitions from the upperd band to the Fermi surface i
the vicinity of theL point of the Brillouin zone. The chang
of « ib can be related toD f using theL-point band-structure
models developed by Rosei and co-workers for interpre
cw thermomodulation measurements in silver and g
films.39,40TheDT/T dispersion computed in silver using th
approach is shown in Fig. 2~b!. uDT/Tu exhibits a large am-
plitude around\vpr54 eV with a delayed maximum value
reflecting the strong rise ofuD f u aroundEF as the electron
gas reaches a Fermi distribution@Fig. 2~a!#.

A change of the electron distribution also induces a mo
fication of the efficiency of the different electron-scatteri
processes enteringg, and thus of the intraband part of« @Eq.
~14!#. These changes are related to a weakening of the e
of the Pauli exclusion principle, and have been compute
the thermalized regime.1 Extension of these calculations t

FIG. 2. ~a! Computed electron distribution change in silver i
duced by intraband absorption of a 25-fs pulse (\vpp51.34 eV!,
for time delays of 0 fs~dotted line!, 100 fs~dash-dotted line!, and
400 fs ~full line! and DTe

me5100 K. ~b! Corresponding computed
transmission changesDT/T for a 23-nm-thick film.
-

-

g
d

i-

ct
in

the nonequilibrium regime, including the electron dynami
is a complex many-body problem, and is beyond the scop
this paper, where we are mostly dealing with features as
ciated withD« ib.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

Measurements were performed in optically thin silver~23
nm! and gold~25 nm! polycrystalline films. The experimen
tal setup is based on a femtosecond Ti:sapphire oscilla
generating 25-fs-frequency tunable near-infrared pulses w
an average power of 1 W at 80 MHz. Part of the pulse tr
is used as the pump beam, and induced transmissivityDT/T
and reflectivityDR/R changes are measured using a pro
pulse either out or in resonance with the interband tran
tions. The interband transition thresholds in silver and g
being \V ib' 4.1 eV and '2.4 eV, respectively, off-
resonant condition can be realized using a near-infra
probe at the same frequency as the pump pulse or, in si
at its second harmonic.

To probe the interband transitions in silver, we have g
erated femtosecond UV pulses by frequency tripling
Ti:sapphire oscillator pulses. Part of the pulse train was fi
frequency doubled in a 100-mm-thick BBO ~beta barium bo-
rate! crystal, and the infraredv IR and bluevB pulses were
subsequently independently recompressed in fused s
prism pairs. The UV pulses were then created performing
sum frequencyv IR1vB in a second 100-mm-thick BBO
crystal and temporally recompressed in a prism pair. T
typical UV average power was 10mW. Cross-correlation of
the IR pump and UV probe pulses was measured at the
sition of the sample by difference frequency mixing in
BBO crystal, yielding an UV pulse duration of about 60 f

For all the probe wavelengths, a standard pump-pr
setup has been used, with a mechanical chopping of
pump beam and lock-in detection of the probe beam tra
mission or reflection changes. The pump and probe be
were independently focused into the sample using fu
silica lenses of 50- and 70-mm focal lengths, respective
The high repetition rate~80 MHz! and stability of our fem-
tosecond system permits noise levels forDT/T and DR/R
measurements in the 1026 range, and thus investigations i
the low-perturbation regime~pump fluences in the 5–20
mJ/cm22 range!. It is convenient to characterize the ener
injected by the pump pulse by defining a maximum equi
lent electron temperature riseDTe

me as the temperature in
crease of a thermalized electron gas for the same inje
energy. Using the measured pump pulse absorption and
electronic heat capacity of silver (;653Te Jm23K21),
DTe

me ranges from 2 to 80 K. The electron heat capacityCe

being much smaller than the lattice oneCL , the final tem-
perature rise of the fully thermalized electron-lattice syst
is always smaller than 0.7 K.

IV. INTERNAL ELECTRON-GAS THERMALIZATION

A. Optical investigation: Low-perturbation regime

The temporal evolution of the induced differential tran
missivity DT/T measured in the silver film is shown in Fig
3 for different probe photon energies\vpr around\V ib .
The maximumuDT/Tu amplitude is observed around\vpr

M
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16 960 PRB 61N. DEL FATTI et al.
54 eV, with DT/T,0, in good agreement with the cw the
motransmission measurements41 and the theoretical model
ing of Sec. II. The dependence of theDT/T temporal shape
on \vpr is similar to that reported in gold films6 with, in
particular, the same change of sign ofDT/T with time when
probing away from\vpr

M @Fig. 2~b!#. This complex behavior
is a signature of the delayed internal thermalization of
nonequilibrium electron gas, and was discussed in deta
Ref. 6. A similar analysis can be performed for silver, a
thus will not be repeated here. We will focus on the tim
behavior ofDT/T around\vpr

M which contains quantitative
information about the internal thermalization dynamics
the electron gas.

The measuredDT/T is shown in more detail in Fig. 4~a!
for \vpr'3.97 eV andDTe

me'50 K. Similar behaviors were
observed forDTe

me in the range 80–2 K.DT/T reaches its
maximum value after only;400 fs, and subsequently deca
due to electron-lattice energy transfer. This delayed rise
flects the finite buildup time of the change of occupati
number of the probed electron states aroundEF , and is thus
a measure of the electron-gas internal thermalization dyn
ics.

A characteristic internal thermalization timet th can be
defined by assuming a monoexponential signal rise, and
ting the experiments with a response function of the form

R~ t !5H~ t !$A@12 exp~2t/t th!#exp~2t/te-ph!

1B@12 exp~2t/te-ph!#%, ~15!

where H(t) is the Heaviside function. The first term de
scribes the purely electronic response which rises with
time constantt th and decays by energy transfer to the latt
with the effective electron-phonon coupling timete-ph

FIG. 3. Measured time dependence of the differential transm
sion DT/T in a 23-nm-thick silver film for different probe photo
energies around\V ib and DTe

me'18 K. The different curves are
vertically displaced for clarity. The dashed line is a phenomenolo
cal fit assuming an exponential signal rise and decay@Eq. ~15!#.
e
in

f

e-

-

t-

e

'850 fs. The second term accounts for the small resid
signal (B!A) due to the weak heating of the lattice, an
thus rises withte-ph . A good reproduction of theDT/T be-
havior is obtained by convolving the pump-probe cross c
relation with R using t th5t th

Ag'350 fs ~Fig. 3!. Probing
around\V ib , only the distribution change aroundEF is de-
tected, and althought th a priori reflects electron redistribu
tion over the full excited region, it is actually essential
determined bye-e collisions around the Fermi surface@Fig.
2~a!#. Their probability being largely reduced by Pauli excl
sion principle effects, they are the slowest scattering p
cesses involved in the internal thermalization and thus l
to the observed longt th .

The internal thermalization time in silver is significant
shorter than the one measured in gold:t th

Au'500 fs.6 The
conduction-electron properties being similar in the two m
als, this difference can be ascribed to weaker screening
the bound electrons in Ag~Table I!. Thee-e scattering effi-
ciency being roughly proportional to 1/A«b

0 @Eq. ~10!#, t th is
expected to be about 35% larger in gold than in silv
(t th

Au/t th
Ag'1.35), in agreement with the experimental resu

t th
Au/t th

Ag'1.4.
A more precise description of the transientDT/T mea-

sured in silver can be obtained by comparing it to the o
computed with the model of Sec. II. Using static screen
with b51, the temporal shape is qualitatively reproduce
with the results showing, as expected, a rise time essent
determined by thee-e interactions and a decay time by th
e-ph coupling. A much slower rise time is however com
puted, indicating underestimation of thee-e scattering effi-
ciency consistent with screening overestimation in the st
approximation@Fig. ~1!#. A quantitative reproduction of the

s-

i-

FIG. 4. ~a! Differential transmissionDT/T measured~full line!
and computed~for b50.73, open dots! at \vpr53.97 eV in a
23-nm silver film forDTe

me'50 K. The dotted line is the pump
probe cross-correlation.~b! ComputedDT/T at \vpr54 eV for b
50.63 ~dash-dotted line!, 0.73 ~full line!, and 0.83~dashed line!.
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PRB 61 16 961NONEQUILIBRIUM ELECTRON DYNAMICS IN NOBLE METALS
data is obtained using a reduced screening withb50.73
@Fig. 4~a!#, which corresponds to renormalizing the sta
screening term to better match Lindhard’s expression o
the range of exchanged wave vectors~inset of Fig. 1!. How-
ever, it has to be noted thatb also phenomenologically com
pensates for the various approximations performed in m
eling e-e scattering, in the Born approximations an
neglecting exchange effects and umklapp processes.25 The
second parameter entering the model, i.e., the effectivee-ph
deformation potentialJ, is given in Table I, and is consis
tent with its value for a free-electron gas@J f52/3EF'3.7
eV ~Ref. 32!#. As J is independently determined by th
long-time-scale signal decay, the short-time delay beha
is mainly determined byb and is very sensitive to its value
This is illustrated in Fig. 4~b!, displaying the time depen
dence ofDT/T at \vpr

M computed forb50.63, 0.73, and
0.83.

The conduction-band properties of gold and silver be
similar ~Table I!, the same electron kinetic model can
used to analyze the results of Sunet al. in gold.6 Using Rosei
et al.’s band structure model for gold,40 the transient differ-
ential reflectivity measured around its maximum amplitu
(\vpr

M '2.5 eV! is quantitatively reproduced using the sam
screening reduction factorb50.73,42 the only remaining
free parameter here being the effectivee-ph coupling@Fig.
5~a!#. The same agreement is obtained for the transmissi
change. The different electron thermalization time measu
in gold and silver can thus be entirely ascribed to the lar
d-band electron screening in gold.

FIG. 5. ~a! Measured differential reflectivityDR/R for \vpr

52.5 eV in a 20-nm-thick gold film forDTe
me'15 K ~full line,

from Ref. 6!. The dotted line is the computedDR/R for b50.73.
~b! MeasuredDR/R for DTe

me'1300 K ~full line, from Ref. 40!.
The dash-dotted and dotted lines are computed forDTe

me51300 and
1100 K, respectively. The inset shows the same results on a s
logarithmic scale, together with the computedDR/R for DTe

me

5100 K ~dashed line!.
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B. Optical investigation: Strong-perturbation regime

The above investigation has been performed in the lo
perturbation regime, i.e., for typicallyDTe

me<200 K, for
which nonequilibrium electron relaxation is essentially det
mined by the unperturbed electron properties, and is t
almost independent of the incident pump power. For lar
energy injection, the impact of the induced electron distrib
tion change on the scattering rates becomes significant l
ing to pump-power-dependent temporal shape of the m
sured signals.5,24

The reflectivity changeDR/R measured by Sunet al. in a
20-nm-thick gold film forDTe

me51300 K at\vpr'2.5 eV is
shown in Fig. 5~b!. It exhibits a faster rise time and a longe
decay time than for low perturbation@DTe

me515 K, Fig.
5~a!#. DR/R, calculated using theb and J values deter-
mined in Sec. IV A~Table I!, shows the same type of beha
ior, though with a slightly faster rise and a slower decay th
the experimental ones@Fig. 5~b!#, indicating an overestima
tion of DTe

me. A quantitative agreement is obtained for bo
the signal decay and rise times using a slightly reduced va
DTe

me51100 K in the simulations. This difference is likel
due to an overestimation of the film absorption and/or to
averaging effect due to the electron temperature grad
over the probed region, as a consequence of the spatial p
intensity profile.

The signal rise time decrease with increasing the per
bation can be related to the large induced smearing of
electron distribution around the Fermi energy and to the c
comitant increase of thee-e scattering efficiency due to
weakening of the effects of the Pauli exclusion. A significa
acceleration of the electron internal thermalization tak
place forDTe

me, typically larger than 300 K, as shown in Fig
6 for silver, where the calculated delay for whichuDT/Tu has
reached 90% of its maximum value has been plotted a
function of DTe

me ~this only represents a crude estimation
the thermalization dynamics since the signal decay time
also changing; see the inset of Fig. 6!.

The concomitant slowing down of the electron gas co
ing is also very well reproduced by the simulations, and i

i-

FIG. 6. Computed time delayt0.9 for which uDT/Tu has reached
90% of its maximum value at\vpr54 eV in silver as a function of
the energy injected in the electron gas measured byDTe

me. The
inset showsDT/T computed forDTe

me5100 K ~dotted line! and
1000 K ~full line!.
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consequence of the temperature dependence of the ele
heat capacity.5 After internal thermalization, the electron dis
tribution is entirely described by its temperatureTe ~i.e., its
total energy!, and thus its dynamics by theTe dynamics. This
can be described by computing the energy-loss rate to
lattice using the Boltzmann equation@Eq. ~1!#, leading to the
well-known rate-equation system of the two-temperat
model:43

Ce~Te!]Te /]t52g~Te2TL!,

CL]TL /]t5g~Te2TL!, ~16!

whereTL is the lattice temperature. The effective electro
phonon coupling constantg is related toJ by

g5
kBm2qD

4 J2

16rp3\3
. ~17!

For a weak perturbation, i.e.,Te2T0!T0 , Ce(Te)5gTe can
be identified withCe(T0) leading to an exponential decay o
the electron temperature with the time constantte-ph
'gT0 /g, in agreement with the experimental results.24

In contrast, for large perturbations, a nonexponential
havior is obtained, with a large slowing down of theTe
short-time delay decrease, which is eventually followed
an exponential decay with the time constantte-ph asTe ap-
proachesTL . This behavior is in agreement with the me
sured one, and with that computed using the general
proach of Sec. II@see the inset of Fig. 5~b!#. However in this
nonlinear regime, extraction of thee-ph coupling constant o
of an internal thermalization time is difficult, the observ
behavior depending strongly on the energy injected into
electron gas.

C. Comparison with other measurements

Time-resolved two-photon photoemission has been ex
sively used to study electron relaxation in noble metals.11–18

In these experiments, the dynamics of conduction-elec
states excited by a femtosecond pulse is followed as a fu
tion of their energy by monitoring the number and energy
electrons photoemitted by a delayed probe pulse. The pr
sion of the results is limited by the difficulty in determinin
the absolute relaxation time and electron energy, only th
relative variations being precisely obtained~Fig. 7!. In the
case of silver, only intraband excitation takes place, and
experiments can be described using the model of Sec
Following the experimental approach, an effective elect
relaxation timetphot is defined by fitting the signal calcu
lated for an equal-pulse correlation configuration, assumin
monoexponential system response.14 Although no paramete
is used here, the times calculated for a reduced scree
with b50.73 are in good agreement with the measured o
while b51 leads to a large overestimation oftphot ~Fig. 7!.

tphot is essentially determined bye-e collisions, but is
significantly larger than the scattering timete-e

out of an elec-
tron out of its state bye-e collisions calculated using Eq.~8!,
with b50.73 ~dashed line in Fig.7!, due to repopulation of
the lower-energy states during relaxation of the high
energy electrons~cascading effect12,14,18!. For low electron
energy (E<0.6 eV!, this competition between electron sta
ron
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population decay and buildup leads to a more complex t
behavior of the computed photoemission signal, with a
layed maximum. Extraction of a characteristic relaxati
time is then more complex, and necessitates taking into
count the coupled dynamics of the different states.18 Direct
comparison of the experimental and calculated signals
more appropriate here, and thus we have limited ourtphot
estimation to high-energy states. Note that for low-ene
states, diffusion effects that are neglected in our calculati
can also play an important role.13,14,24,44

Surface electron state dephasing was recently studie
silver at low temperature~5 K! using a space-resolve
technique.45 The measured dephasing times are smaller t
the bulk te-e

out ~see the inset of Fig. 7!. This suggests eithe
pure dephasing effects~neglected in our calculations! or a
surface-induced enhancement of thee-e scattering~the e-ph
contribution is negligible!. In particular, because ofd-band
electrons’ exclusion from the metal surface,46 their contribu-
tion to the screening is strongly reduced. As a rough appro
mation we have calculatedte-e

out for no d-band screening~i.e.,
for «0

ib51), which yields a much better reproduction of th
data~Fig. 7!. However, a more correct approach should ta
into account only partiald-band screening reduction an
other surface-induced effects.45

V. ELECTRON-LATTICE COUPLING

On a time scale of a few hundred femtoseconds, the
cited electron gas is athermal, and is thus expected to ex
modified properties as compared to the thermal situa
which is usually investigated. This can be shown by prob
the transient transmissivity and reflectivity of a metal fil
well below V ib . In particular, using off-resonant condition
~i.e., vpp1vpr,V ib), it has been shown in silver that th
athermal character of the distribution leads to a slow
down of the electron gas energy losses to the lattice.9

FIG. 7. Energy dependence of the electron relaxation timetphot

measured by femtosecond photoemission~triangles, Ref. 13;
squares, Ref. 15! and calculated withb50.73 ~full line! and b
51 ~dotted line! in Ag. The dashed line is the electron scatteri
rate out of theE state,te-e

out . The inset shows the electron dephasi
time te measured by a space-resolved technique~squares, Ref. 44!,
andte-e

out computed using the model of Sec. II~dashed line! and for
no bound electron screening («b

051, dash-dotted line!.
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We have investigated this effect in a 25-nm-thick go
film by exciting the electron gas with an infrared pul
(lpp'850 nm!, and probing the induced transmissivity an
reflectivity changes at the same wavelength. The chan
D«1 and D«2, deduced using Eq.~13!, are shown in Fig.
8~a!. The off-resonant condition being not satisfied for go
(\vpp1\vpr.\V ib'2.4 eV!, interband absorption atvpr
involves final conduction-band states aroundEe5EF
2\(V ib2vpr), in the energy region where the electron o
cupation number is reduced during excitation~from EF
2\vpp to EF ; Fig. 2!. Interband absorption atvpr is thus
induced, and relaxes in a few femtoseconds as short liv
states far from the Fermi energy are involved (EF2Ee
;0.95 eV; the ‘‘holes’’ belowEF having a similar dynamics
as the corresponding electrons aboveEF , Fig. 2!, leading to
a fast rise and fall ofD«2. After this transient,D«2 reaches a
plateau, that can be attributed to an increase of the ave
electron scattering rateg @and thus of the Drude term con
tribution, Eq.~14!# induced by an increase of thee-ph inter-
action due to theTL rise.9

Using the measuredDe2 amplitude and Eq.~14!, one can
easily show that the Drude contribution toD«1 is negligible.9

D«1 is thus essentially due to a modification of the interba
term D«1

ib . When probing away fromV ib , D«1
ib is almost

proportional to the excess energyDEex in the electron gas
~i.e., the difference between its transient total energy and
quasiequilibrium one when thermalized with the lattice!, and
theD«1 dynamics is a measure of the electron-lattice ene
transfer.9 The time evolution ofD«1 can be more clearly
analyzed by plotting its amplitude on a logarithmic sca
~Fig. 9!. As in silver films, a nonexponential short-time del

FIG. 8. ~a! Measured transient changes of the real~full line! and
imaginary~dotted line! parts of the dielectric function« for \vpr

5\vpp51.45 eV andDTe
me555 K in a 25-nm-thick Au film.~b!

Computed changes of« due only to its interband term.
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behavior is observed, an exponential decay with a time c
stantte-ph'950 fs being recovered only on a long-time sca
(t>1 ps!. This demonstrates that the electron-gas–latt
energy-transfer rate increases with time to reach a maxim
constant value when the electron gas is internally therm
zed. In a simple qualitative approach, this behavior can
related to the increase of the number of electrons out
equilibrium with the lattice during redistribution of the in
jected energy.7,23,47The number of electrons that can emit
phonon and, consequently, the electron-gas energy-loss
to the lattice, thus increases with time. This single-elect
description is only valid for a strongly athermal distributio
and a constant rate is reached as the electron temperatu
established, corresponding to a collective description of
electrons via their temperature@Eq. ~16!#.

A very good agreement with the computed transientD«1
ib

is obtained~Fig. 9!, using the model of Sec. II with, as ex
pected, a time shape almost identical to the calculated
for DEex . Using the same factor to normalize the comput
D«1

ib and D«2
ib , the amplitude of the transient peak of th

latter is also correctly reproduced@Fig. 8~b!#. The origin of
the transient slowing down of the electron-gas–lattice ene
transfer is confirmed by simulations performed assum
quasi-instantaneous electron thermalization~i.e., artificially
increasinge-e coupling in the simulations!. A monoexpo-
nential D«1

ib decay with the time constantte-ph is then ob-
tained ~Fig. 9!, consistent with the two-temperature mod
@Eq. ~16!#. In addition, a negligible induced interband a
sorption is calculated@i.e., D«2

ib(\vpr)'0], since the

FIG. 9. ~a! Measured transient change ofD«1 in a 25-nm Au
film at \vpr51.45 eV on a logarithmic scale~full line!. The dotted
and dashed lines are the interband contribution toD«1 computed for
the transient electron distribution and for a thermal electron g
respectively.~b! MeasuredDe1 in a 23-nm Ag film for\vpr52.9
eV ~full line!. The dashed line shows an exponential decay w
te-ph5850 fs. The dotted line is the average of the calculatedD«1

using the Rosei and parabolic models.
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changes off are restricted to a small energy range of t
order ofkBTe aroundEF .

To confirm our interpretation, we have performed simi
measurements in silver exciting the electron gas with an
frared pulse, and probing the transmissivity and reflectiv
changes at the double frequency. The off-resonant condit
are also not satisfied here and, as expected,D«1 and D«2

show similar behaviors as in gold with, in contrast to o
previous off-resonant study in silver,9 a transientD«2 peak
due to induced interband transitions~Fig. 10!. The small am-
plitude of the long delayD«2 is consistent with the smal
intraband contribution to« in the blue region of the spectrum
@Eq. ~14!#.

Both D«1 and D«2 being dominated by the interban
term, their experimental and theoretical time behaviors
be quantitatively compared here. The absolute amplitud
the computedD« ib is set by normalizingD«1

ib to the mea-
sured value att'0.5 ps,D«2

ib then being multiplied by the
same factor. Using the band structure model of Rosei
qualitative reproduction of the measured data is obtain
with however, a clear underestimation of theD«2 amplitude
as well as of the short-time delayD«1 ~Fig. 10!. Rosei model
has been developed to describe« changes aroundV ib in a
quasiequilibrium regime. Only alterations of the interba
transitions involving final states close toEF thus have to be
considered, and the band-structure description can be lim
to the vicinity of theL point.39 For strongly athermal distri-
butions and probing off resonance, the induced absorp

FIG. 10. Measured transient changes of the real~a! and imagi-
nary ~b! parts of the dielectric function at\vpr52.9 eV in a 23-nm
Ag film ~full lines! for \vpp51.45 eV andDTe

me518 K; the inset
shows the same results on a longer time scale. The dotted
dashed lines are the interband induced changes computed usin
Rosei and parabolic band-structure models, respectively, and
dash-dotted line is their average.
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can also take place in other regions of the Brilloun zone,
states well belowEF are perturbed. This leads to a larg
density of states for the transitions, and thus to a larger tr
sientD«2. To estimate the role of this effect, we have com
putedD« ib, assuming undispersedd bands and a paraboli
isotropic conduction band. As expected,D«2 is then overes-
timated ~Fig. 10!, this model overestimating both the join
density of states for the transitions and the occupation n
ber reduction of the final states due to neglectingd-band
dispersion. A very good reproduction of bothD«2 andD«1

is obtained by phenomenologically averaging the results
tained for the two band-structure models~Fig. 10!. Note that
both models yield a good qualitative description of the m
sured features, with a transient interband contribution toD«2
and a short-time-scale nonexponential decay ofD«1 ~Fig.
10!, consistent with the results in gold and the off-reson
measurements in silver.

VI. CONCLUSION

Ultrafast electron-electron and electron-lattice interactio
have been investigated in noble metals using two-color fe
tosecond pump-probe techniques, and modeled perform
electron kinetic simulations. Experiments were performed
the low-perturbation regime in optically thin films by crea
ing an athermal electron distribution by intraband absorpt
of a near-infrared pump pulse, and probing the optical pr
erty changes either in or out of resonance with thed band to
conduction-band transitions. In the former case, the respo
is sensitive to the conduction-electron distribution around
Fermi surface, and thus to the internal thermalization of
electron gas. This is found to take place with a characteri
time t th'350 fs in silver, smaller than previously reported
gold t th'500 fs. This difference is ascribed to small
screening of the electron-electron Coulomb interactions
the d-band electrons in silver than in gold.

The electron relaxation dynamics has been modeled
numerically solving the Boltzmann equation for quasi-fr
electrons. Electron-electron interactions are described u
a statically screened Coulomb potential, and phenomenol
cally reducing the screening wave vector to take into acco
conduction electron screening overestimation by
Thomas-Fermi model. Electron-phonon interactions ha
been modeled assuming deformation potential coupling,
using a Debye model for the phonon band structure. T
computed transient electron distribution are related to
optical property changes observed experimentally using
Rosei and co-workers’ band-structure models.39,40

In both silver and gold, the computed changes are fou
to reproduce the experimental ones quantitatively, using
same screening reduction factor and taking into account
different d-band electron screening. The results were fou
to be very sensitive to the screening efficiency by both
conduction and bound electrons. The internal thermaliza
time t th is essentially determined by electron-electron sc
tering in the vicinity of the Fermi energyEF , whose prob-
ability is strongly reduced by band-filling effects. In the low
perturbation regime~equivalent electron temperature ris
<300 K!, the dynamics is determined by the unperturb
electron properties, and thet th decrease from gold to silve

nd
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he
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reflects decrease of thed-band electron screening. For larg
energy injection, the induced large smearing of the elect
distribution aroundEF significantly weakens the electron
electron-scattering blocking effect due to the Pauli exclus
principle. A faster electron internal thermalization is th
calculated, in very good agreement with the experimen
results previously reported for gold.24

To test the validity of our theoretical approach, we ha
used it to model two-photon femtosecond photoemission
periments in silver.14,16 The calculated effective electron re
laxation times are in good agreement with the experime
ones in the electron energy range~typically E2EF>0.6 eV!,
where a simple fitting procedure can be used and diffus
effects neglected. The results of our model have also b
compared to the surface electron dephasing times rece
determined by a spatially resolved technique. The compu
times have been found to be larger than the experime
ones, probably because of surface effects.

The impact of the short-time-scale athermal characte
the distribution on the electron-gas–lattice energy exchan
u,
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has been studied using a probe frequency well below
interband transition threshold. The change of the real par
the dielectric function deduced from differential transmissi
and reflection measurements thus essentially reflects the
sient excess energy in the electron gas. The results in
silver and gold films show a reduction of electron-gas ene
losses to the lattice during the first few hundred femtos
onds, when the electron distribution is athermal. The tran
rate increases with time, and eventually reaches a cons
value as the electron gas internally thermalizes. In both m
als, the results are in quantitative agreement with our sim
lations and reflect the change from an individual to a coll
tive electron behavior during electron-gas intern
thermalization.
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